1.
INTRODUCTION
The notion of interactive proof was inlroduced by Goldwaser et aI. in [GMR] , where it was used in the wider context of zero-knowledge interactive proofs. Since then it was studies in few othes papc7S, e.g.
[AGH, B,BH,F,GMW.zFl , and it appears to be of indepen~entinterest, as it provides a randomized extension of the class NP which is analogue to the randomized extension of the class P by the class BPP. One way to define an interactive proof is as a game between two players, as follows:
One player, called V (the verifier), is represented by a polynomial time bounded Turing machine, and the second playes, called P (the prover), is represented by an arbittary function. Both players receive an input word W of some length n , and V receives also a random stririg r, which is not known to P ; the length of r is I =I (n ), where I (n) is bounded by a polynomial in n. V and P exchange messages of length at most polynomial in n, for at most polynomially many rounds: At round i V sends a string Xi to P and receives back from P a string Yi. More formally, Xi =V(w,r ,xl,) ' 1, .•• , and Yi =P(w ,xl,) 'l, ... ,xi) ; the pair of messages (Xi,Yi) is denoted as the i-th round of the protocol. The game is terminated by having V decide whether to accept or reject the input word, w, that is: V (w,x l,)' It ••. ,x, ,J, ,r) is either ACCEPT or reject. Such a computation is denoted as a V*P computation, and is represented by the message stream s =(xl,)' 10 ••• ,l, oJ, ,r). Note that V, P , w and r uniquely determine the message stream s and whether V(s) is ACCEPT or REJECT. Thus, the output of a V*P computation on input w and a random string r, to be denoted by V*P (w,r) , is well dermed. The probability that a y.p computation accepts W is dermed by the ratio: 2 and the probability that V accepts w is dermed by: pr (V accepts w) =max {pr (V*P accepts w)}. messages on input of length n (i.e., within at most
2.
There are two main ''positive" results conceming the IP hierarchy: One, due to [OSl, states that "private" coin tossing is not strongec than "public" ones. rounds, then L is accepted by an Arthur-Merlin protocol with an f (n)1: -time bounded verifier in rg (n )/21 + I rounds, where e is some absolute constant that does notAepend on L .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Let V be a verifier and let w be an input word. In the next section we reduce the problem "is w in L (V)?" to a graph theoretic problem; specifically, we defme the concept of lower bound tree, and then show that V accepts w in g rounds iff a certain tree of height 2g contains a large lower bound sub-tree. In section 3 we present an AM ·protocol that in rg/21 +1 rounds checks whether w is in L(V). In this protocol M is trying to convince A that a lower bound tree of the kind described above indeed exists. This is done by using the Carter-Wegman universal hashing functions [CWJ in a way that is an extension of the way these functions are used in [OS] . The correctness and complexity of the protocol are given in Section 4.
2.REDUCTION TO A GRAPH-THEORETIC PROBLEM.
We start by showing that it is sufficient to consider interactive proof protocols in which the error probability is exponentially small, and the lengths of the messages sent by V and P is equal to the length of the random string, I
(lhis latter assumption is not crucial, but it simplifies the representation).
Lemma 2.1: If a language L is accepted by a verifier V' that uses random strings of length 1'=I'(n) within g =g (n) rounds, then it is also accepted within g rounds by a verifier V that uses random strings of length polynomial in I'. which satisfies assumptions (AI) and (A2) below for each input w of length n (I and g denote I{n) and g (n) resp.):
(AI) All messages~i (sent by V) and Yi (sent by P) are binary words of length I.
(A2) The error probability e of V 's protocol is smaller than r( Sketch of froof: (AI) can be achieved by "padding" the messages sent by V and P and/or the random strings r with additipnal (possibly random) bits to make them of equal length. Note that this can be done so that the o o the majority of the outcomes (see [B.GS] ).
contains only the games in which P wins.
degree of s(2i-l) in Tis 1.
In the rest of the paper. V denotes a verifier that satisfies (AI) and (A2) above. and w denotes an input word. complexity of V's computation is increased by at most polynomial factor. and lhe accepting probability is not The root of D (V ,w) is the empty message stream~. and the leaves are 2g+1-tuples (X1,y1o' . . ,x,,y,,r) that corresponds to accepting message streams. Informally. D (V .w) is that part of the game-tree of V on input w that P exists:
Lemma 2.2: Let B be a set of accepting message streams. Then the following are equivalent: (1) There is a unique prover P such that all the messages in B are produced by V*P computations.
The proof that (1) -+ (2) is similar. and omitted.
(2) B is the set of leaves of a consistent sub tree T ofD (V .w).
Proof: (2) -+ (1): We must define a function P such that the leaves of T are accepting message streams of V*P computations on input w. It is easy to verify that any P satisfying property (C) below does the job. and that such a 4. 
A(v)~A(T)/I
, and hence that: 11& a.. 
(The first inequality follows from (&&), and the last from (&».
0
The following definition plays an essential role. in our protocol.
Definition 2.4: A tree V is a lower bound tree for V and w if it is a semi-unifonn. consistent sub tree of D (V ,w).
Let U be a lower bound tree for V and w. Then, since V is consistent, the out-degrees of all vertices in the odd levels Before presenting our protocol, it might be useful to describe the protocol in [GS] , using our terminology: In the number of leaves in a lower bound tree. which is done by our protocol. Proot: (1) The following lemma reduces the problem whether w e L (V) to two purely graph theoretic problems.
(2) D (V ,w) contains a lower-bound tree U with characttzistic sequence b(
Lemma 2.4: Assume that I~4. Then the following are equivalent for a verifier V and a word w.
that pn,>tocol, M is trying to convince A that an input word w is accepted by a given V"'P protocol within grounds.
The AM protocol of [GS] can be described as follows: At round i M sends A a pair of messages (Xi;Yi), and A uses the assu~ption I~4.
(2)~(3): Take'T =U. 
6.
Thus, the protocol can be viewed as a 'random' walk from the root to a leaf in a supposed lower bound sub tree of
D (V,w).
If such a tree indeed exists, then with high probability the walk is terminated at one of its leaves, which is an accepting message stream, and then A accepts. Otherwise, with high probability the walk is terminated in a rejecting message stream, and A rejects.
In its general outline, our protocol is similar to the one in [OS]. The crucial difference is that our protocol simulates two rounds of the V*P protocol in one round of AM protocol. However, if we just let M send A at each round one 'random' quadruple (Xi J'i o%i+1J'i+l), then M will have an unfair advantage over A, since A cannot check that all the possible 'random' quadruples corresponds to the same consistent subtree (i.e;, can be produced by the same prover). To overcome this difficulty, we modify the protocol as follows: First, instead of sending a single quadruple, M sends A at each round a 'random' set of many quadruples of the fonn ((Xi,yio%i+1U]J'i+1U]) : j =1,' .. Ill) (note that all these quadruples correspond'to the same consistent tree). Second, in addition to verifying that each quadruple is raken 'at random' from a large collection of quadruples, A also picks at random one element from this set as the actual quadruple that will be used in the continuation of the protocol.
A key tool in the protocol is a lemma based on the Carter-Wegman universal hashing functions [CW] .
Universal Hashing functions 'were first used in the context of interactive proof protocols in [Bal, and were used also V,w) and submit the corresponding characteristic sequence 7.
--, Z is a random subset of {0,l}b+2 of cardinality 1 2 .
Zj is a random subsets of {O,l}c+2 of cardinality 1 2 (j =1,' .. ,m).
ROUND i (M) : Assume ftrst that i < (g +1)12 (that is, this is not the last round). Informal description of the proof: Let u e D (V ,w) be given. We shall say that u is rich if it occurs in a "very large" lower bound sub-tree of D (V ,w) , and that u is poor if it occurs only in "very small" consistent sub-trees of ,w) . The proof then proceeds as follows:
First we use Lemma 2.4 to show that the vertex s (0) =~, which is chosen by V at ROUND 1(A), is rich (with respect to V and w) if w is in L (V), and that it is poor otherwise. 
Definition 4.2: For a proper prefIX of a message stream u. P(u) is defined by:
The following facts are easily verified Cor a vertex u in D (V.w ): (u.x) is rich is at least 1_2-1/8; by (PI) and that definition. for each SUCh x there is ay such that (u,x .y) is rich.
Asswning that (u,x.y) is rich then. by a similar argument. for each j = 1....m. the probability that H j -1 (Zj) contain an x Ul such that (u,x;y .xU] ) is rich is also at least 1-2-o 9.
lows that the probability that each of the m vertices (u~3~U]) is rich is at least (1-T'~"'+l, which is smaller 1 than 2 for I >max{g ,1000). 
The proof of Theorem 4.2 proceeds vf8 Lemmas El and E21 below. To simplify notations, we shall denote
By Lemma 3.1(2), the probability that Proof: Fix a pair (x ,y), such lhat x e H I-I(Z I) and y is an arbitrary message of length I, and let e~,y) be the number of distinct messages x' such lhat the vertex v = (u,x ,y,x') is not poor. Since we condition on E I, (u,x) is poor. Hence P(u,x,y);:!i';P(u,x);:!i';~-b-<1I-1)4,'Io&1.,On the other hand, if v= (u,x,y,x') is not poor then, since h(v)=h-2 and B(v)=B-b-c, it holds that p<v)~~...-e-<lI-2)4,"Ioa'. By (F2) we have that P(u,x,y) =1:P(u,x,y ,x'). Hence ;,' e(x ,y) S p(u oX ,y )/2B-b-c-<~-2)482Jogl S2 c -{(h-lHh-2»)48 21o g l =2 c -4g2J.og/.
LetH J and ZJ be as defined in Round 2i-l (M) of the protocol. By Lemma 3.1(2), and the above inequality, the probability that the set H J -l(ZJ) contains an x [i] such that (u,x,y , with error probability ;:!i ' ; 113. For this, let w be an input word of length n; as before, I and g denote I (n) and g (n) resp. v =s(2g +1) denotes the vertex chosen by A at the end of the protocol.
Proof of the Main Theorem: Let L be accepted by an f (n )-bounded verifier V' within g (n) rounds. Then, by Lemma 2.1, L is also accepted within g (n) rounds by a verifier V that satisfies assumptions (AI) and (A2).
Assume also that in V's protocol, I > max{g ,IOOO}. First we show that the AM protocol in section 3 accepts L o (the first inequality above follows by the observation that the sum on the left hand side is dominated by the sum of a geometric series with ratio~and first element (mfflg X -I -2 ) ' The third inequality follows by applying Stirling lOOg m ",' 8, Fonnula to bound (ml8g)! by (-8-) ,and by substituting I for ml8g.) ge Lemma E21, and of Theorem 4.2.
Since there are at most then 2' messages y (recall that I is the length of y), the probability that there is a y for which there is such a fraction of x [i] s is less then 2' times the above, i.e. less than ( I~g )'. Since g~2, ;g is smaller than~, and hem:c, by the assumptions on I and g , ( I~g)' is smaller than :2' This complete the proof of
